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Let L be a lattice over the integers of a local field F which has a nontrivial 
involution. Then U+(L) (the subgroup of rotations of the unitary group U(L)) 
is generated by unitary transvections and quasitransvections contained in 
U+(L) (Theorem 7.8). Let g be a tableau. Then the mixed commutator sub- 
group of U+(L) and U(g) (the congruence subgroup of U+(L) corresponding 
to g) equals E(g) (the subgroup generated by unitary transvections and quasi- 
transvections with orders contained in g) (Theorem 7.7). Finally, let G be a 
subgroup of U+(L) with o(G) = g, then G is a normal subgroup of U+(L) if 
and only if U(g) 2 G 2 E(g). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, F will denote a p-adic field with finite residue class 
field R of characteristic p > 2 and K f Zs . Let * be a nontrivial involution 
defined on F with fixed field E. Thus F is a quadratic extension E(B) of E with 
O2 a nonsquare in E and (a + PO)* = 01- /30 for a, /I in E. We assume that F 
is an unramified extension of E. (i.e., the value groups 1 F 1 = / E I). Thus eZ 
can be chosen to be a unit and we may take rr to be a prime element for both E 
and F. If a = 01-t /30 in F, then the norm of a, n(a) = a . u* = ol:! - (fie)P 
is in E. Let 6’ be the ring of integers of F and3 be the multiplicative group of 
units. Let p = 49 and let [a] = a0 be the ideal of 8 generated by a in F. 
Denote O,, = 0 n E, p, = p n E, I? = 3 n E and [a&, = ~0~ for 01 in E. 
Let k,, = 0,/p, be canonically embedded in k. For any d in F (a in E) with 
[a] = +Y!I ([a]@ = TP@~), we defined order of a, ord a, to be m (ord 01 = m, 
respectively). 
We use C to denote strict inclusion. 
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2. LATTICES 
A lattice L is a finitely-generated O-module endowed with a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear Hermitian form into 0, denoted by x . y for x, y in L and 
we write x2 for x * s. Thus (x . y)* = y . x and (a~) . y = a(x . y). We denote 
the rank of L by dim L. Let (oius) denote a two-dimensional lattice with basis 
x, y for which xs = 01, y2 = /3 and x . y = a. 
A vector in a lattice L is called pure if it is contained in some orthogonal 
basis for L. A maximal vector x of L is pure if and only if x20 = XL. 
A lattice L is said to be pVfl-modular if there exists an orthogonal basis 
(x~ 1 ,U = l,..., z> of L with xU . L = L . L = pm for p = I,..., n. Any IatticeL 
has a Jordan splitting, i.e., 
L=L,I *‘* IL, where each L, is modular and L, *L, = s, 
has the property; (2-1) 
s,3s23 -.-Is,. (2.2) 
It is shown (see [4]) that 
dimL = t, ord(s,) = na, , t, n = dim L are invariants of L. 
From now on, we assume L has a Jordan splitting with the 
properties (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). If L is modular, then t = 1 and 
if L is unimodular then t = 1 and s, = 8. (2.3) 
A pure vector x in L is said to be p-pure if x . L = s, . A maximal vector x 
with xs = 0 is called an p-isotropic vector if there exists a maximal vector y 
withy” = 0, x . y = +.lc and 0x + fly splits L. {x, y} is called a p-hyperbolic 
pair and the plane 0~ + 0y is called an ,u-hyperbolic plane and is denoted 
by Hb). A lattice is called isotropic if it contains a nontrivial isotropic vector 
and anisotropic otherwise. 
If S is a subset of L, we denote the submodule of L spanned by S by (S) 
and the orthogonal complement of S by So. 
The following proposition is analogous to the same proposition in the case 
of the quadratic forms. (See [4] and [8].) We omit the proof here. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) A modular lattice L with dimL 2 3 is isotropic. 
(b) A pm-modular plane with discriminarzt -rrSm is a hyperbolic plane. 
(c) Every maximal vector in an isotropic modular lattice L can be embedded 
in a hyperbolic plane. 
(d) Every p-hyperbolic plane H(p) splits L. 
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3. UNITARY GROUPS AND ISOMETRIES 
The unitary group of a lattice L consists of all isometries of L onto itself, 
it is a group, denoted by U(L). The isometries with determinant 1 are called 
rotations. The set of all rotations forms a normal subgroup of U(L), denoted 
by U+(L). Let P be a hyperbolic plane. By [13, Theorem 6.11, U+(P) .z 
SL,(B,). Thus an element of U+(P) can be viewed as an element of X,(0,). 
We are going to introduce some isometries of certain types which turn out to 
be the generators of U+(L). 
Let i be a p-isotropic vector in L and b in F with Ir* = --b. Define a 
p-unitary transvection Tb,i: x ~--t x + b(xi)i. The following identities hold 
whenever the symbols involved are meaningful: 
(T-1) Ttwi = Trm(a),i 5 
(T.2) T;; = T-,,i, 
(T-3 TLJ,,L = Tb+,,,, 
(T.4) c3T,,+ = Tb,oi for c in U(L). 
Let i be an /L-isotropic vector in L. Let w be in (i)” and b be in F. Define 
a quasitransvection Ek-,: x H x + b”(xi)w - b(xw)i + (n(b) w”(xi)/2)i - E;,, 
is called pure of type (p, V) if w is v-pure and there exists a p-hyperbolic plane 
P with i E P and w E PO. From now on we assume every quasitransvection 
is pure of type (p, V) for some 1 .< p, v < t. It is easy to verify the following 
identities: 
(E.1) Et,,, = E& = E&, , 
(E.2) Ei+c,w = E&E6,, if and only if bc* = h*c, 
(E.3) E;,,+, = E&E;,, if and only if zuz E 0, , 
(E.4) aE;,,,d = E;& for 0 in U(L), 
(E-5) E;,,i+, = G,w. 
In order to simplify the proof, from now on we restrict ourselves to the case 
dim L, > 5 for 1 < ,u < t. By Proposition 2.1(a), L is isotropic. Let N = 
HI I 0.. 1 H, be a fixed hyperbolic, orthogonal component of L with 
H, E H(p) with respect to the hyperbolic pair (i, , j,>. Let u = (ul ,..., UJ in 
X~=,~. Define a semideletion PJI(u) (with respect to H) as follows: PH(u)(iv) = 
uyiv , P&u)( j,) == (uV*)-rjy and PH(u)/IIo is identity. We often suppress H and 
write P, instead of P&u). It is easy to see that l?u E U(L) and P, E U+(L) 
if and only if ~~,iuy E 2. If u, f 1 and u, = 1 for all p f v then we write 
P~iy,jv~(~L,) instead of PH(u). 
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4. INVARIANT LATTICES 
A submodule M of L is called an invariant lattice if all1 = M for all o in 
U+(L). Let 6!? be an ideal of 0 and L@’ = (.v in L 1 xL _C OZj. L is an invariant 
lattice. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let w and x be two p-isotropic vectors in L. Then there exists 
u irz U+(L) witJz U(Z) = w. 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that zw = -wz and [wz] = s, . Let T = 
T(,,)-l,,-, in U+(L). Then T(x) = w. 
Case 2. Suppose that [wx] = s, . Let a-l = (x . w) n-“t~. Choose x in 
<w, z)” with y = az + a*w + x is isotropic. Then x(Oy) = w(6y) = +%9. 
By Case 1, there exists Tl and T2 in U+(L) with T,(Z) = Sy and T,(By) = w. 
Case 3. If [zw] C s, , then we choose a p-isotropic vector y with [zy] = 
[WY1 = s, 9 we are done by Case 1 and Case 2. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Ike be an invariant lattice of L wlzich contains a vector 
ax where x is a ,u-pure vector and a is in 0. Then M contains aL% = (ay 1 y E LQ}. 
Proof. Apply Propositions 2.1(a) and 2.1(c) and Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D. 
If& ,***, g, are ideals of 0, then the lattice 
g,LQ + *.a + g$t (4.1) 
is an invariant lattice. The following theorem shows that every invariant 
lattice is of this form. 
THEOREM 4.3. 
set of idealsg, ,..., 
Let M be an irzvariant lattice. Then there is oneiand only one 
g, sati@jCng (4,l) and 
These ideals are given by 
(4.2) 
gu = s,-l(MLSu), 
~=&L--I&. 
(4.3) 
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ProoJ. Analogous to [lo, Theorem 5.21. 
NOTATION 4.4. If M is an invariant lattice with M = g&r I ... 1 g,L, 
where g, ,...,g* are the ideals determined by (4.1) and (4.2), then we write 
n@ = (g1 ,.‘., gt). 
If S is a subset of L, the intersection of all invariant lattices containing S is 
an invariant lattice, the smallest one containing S, and denoted by I(S). 
5. ORDERS AND TABLEAUX 
Let Z be the center of U(L) and Z+ = Z n U+(L). Let Nr be the subgroup 
consists of all elements in F with norms 1 and let 1, be the set of all nth root 
of unity contained in N1 . It can be shown that (see [2, p. 691) 
(i) Z s Nr , 
(ii) Z+ s 5, , 
(iii) Let X, , ha be in 1, . If h, = h, (modp), then h, = i\, . (5.1) 
Let h be a unit in F and XL be the map: x F+ hx for x in L; we abbreviate X, 
as X. Let m in U+(L). We define 
au(u) = nlE5, z~(~ - i+m), p = I,..,, t. 
o,(G-) is an mvariant lattice. 
LEMlW 5.1. (i) o,(o) = Rilin,,frs{l(cr - A) L”p], 
(ii) If o,(n) # Z(IJ - A) L+, then Lsfi = Z(CT - A) LQ, 
(iii) oU(g) = 0 ;f nlzctl on@ ;f~ E Z+. 
Proof. It follows from 4.2, (5.l)(iii), and the formula I(u - X)L”p = 
Z((U - 7j) - (7 - A))LQ for X, q in 5, . Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.2. The order of u, o(o), i.s defined to be the function which 
assigns to each ordered pair of integers (p, V) (1 < p, v < t) the ideal o,Jo) 
given by oAu) = (oJ+.., Q(U)>. 
Let G& b be nonzero ideals of Lo and let G? : b = (a E Q \ a.b C a>. Clearly 
OZ:b ==(db-l)nU =(GZnb)b-l. 
LEMW4 5.3. Suppose that u E U+(L) and that for some A, 7 in 5, et&h 
h + q1 we have O,(G) = I((0 - A)Lsfi) and o,(o) = t((o - v)L+). Then 
o,, (a) = s, : S” . 
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Proof. Analogous to [ll, 6.11. Q.E.D. 
Let us put gu = o,b) andguv = Ok,,, it follows from 5.1,5.3 that (see [l I]) 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let g be a mapping from the pairs of integers (p, V) 
with p, v = l,..., t, into the ideals of 8. Write g,, for the image of (p, v) under 
g. Then g is called a tableau if it satisfies the conditions (5.2)-(5.5). If g is a 
tableau, g, will denote the invariant lattice g, = (g,r ,..., gut). 
By what we have proved, the order O(U) of any fixed o in U+(L) is a tableau. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let G be any nonempty subset of U+(L). The mapping 
(,u, V) t-+ oJG) = xOeG o,Ju) is the order o(G) of G. 
Clearly o(G) is a tableau. As [9, 3.21, the proof of the following lemma 
follows from the identity 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose that u, 7 E U+(L). Then au(m) _C o,(u) + O,(T) for 
p = I,..., t. 
6. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
Letg be a tableau. The set of all u in U+(L) with o(u) _C g is called the general 
congruence group corresponding to g. It is denoted by U(g) (We drop the 
superscript +, since we are going to work on U+(L) from now on). 
The homogeneous congruence group of U+(L) corresponding to g is the set 
of those u with (u - lL)Lsp Cg, for all p = l,..., t. It is denoted by H(g). 
We use G(g) to denote the mixed commutator subgroup [U+(L), U(g)]. 
It can be shown that U(g), H(g) and Q(g) are normal subgroups of U+(L) and 
Q(g) c m?) c U(g)* 
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Define a fourth congruence subgroup, E(g), to be the subgroup generated 
by unitary transvections and quasitransvections with orders contained in s. 
It follows from Section 3 that E(g) is a normal subgroup of U+(L) and is 
contained in H(g). 
7. MAIN LEMWW 
Let g be a tableau with g, = (g&r.,..., gilt) and let H = Ii; 1 ... I H, be 
a fixed hyperbolic, orthogonal component of L as defined in Section 3. 
LEMM.4 7.1. (i) A y-unitary tvamuection Th,i is in H(g) $ and only if 
bs, c Rw * 
(ii) A semideletion P&zb) with u := (ul ?..., IQ) E &=,p is i~t H(g) if 
and only if u, - 1 EguufOT /A = l,..., t. 
Proof. Straightforward. QED. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let T =-= Ef,= be a (p, v)-quasitranmection. T?len the followkg 
statements hold. 
(i) T E H(o(T)), 
(ii) o,,(T) = bs, for ,u, v = I,..., t, 
(iii) o(T) C g i;f and onl?J if bs, C gUvfor II, Y = l,..., t. 
P,roof. Similar to [ll, 8.11. Q.E.D. 
LzwhxA 7.3. Suppose that {i, j), (;I, f} me two p-hyperbolic pairs with 
i - i’, j - j’ in g. Then there e.&s (T in E(g) &]z oi == a-Ii’ and ~j --_ a*j’ 
jkr some unit a in F. 
Proof. Care 1. Suppose that either [i’ . j] or [i j’] is sIL , assume that 
[if] E v”‘cl . a where a is a unit. Let{zu,> be an orthogonal basis of(i, jJ” withw, 
of type C(V). Let i’ - ai + bj + C dyzu,, where a _- 1, b ing,, and d, ingil,e(v) . 
Choose T = E&+ and T -= ny T, . By Lemma 7.2, T is in E(g), T(i) = 
a-l(ai + cj -+ C d,,wV$. Since (Ti)” := (i’)’ = 0, ab* + a*b = ac* + a”c. 
Let e = a-ml(c - b). Then e* = -e. Choose T’ = T,,, . Then TIT(i) := a-3 
and T’T(j) ==j. 
Apply the same method on the hyperbolic pairs (a-r&j) and (a-%, a+$), 
the result follows. 
481!30/r83-35 
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Case 2. Suppose [i’ . j, i . j’] C s, , then g,, = 8. Since i’ is a p-isotropic 
vector, there exists c(v) = p with d, be a unit. Choose T = T,-mp,B,iW where 
. R a = i - ((q,y/2) j + w, . Then T is in E(g) and [(Ti’) .j] = se . We are in 
Case 1. Q.E.D. 
L~naw 7.4. Suppose that {i, j}, (3, j’) are two orthogonal p-hyperbolic pairs 
and u is a unit with u = 1 (mod g,,). Then T = Pri,jl(u-l) Pii,,jt)(u) is in E(g). 
Proof. Let u-r = 1 + +% with b EP and let i” = i - (b*&l) j + i’ + 
(bF)j’. We choose Tl = Teflr-mp,i,, . TX is in E(g) and TIT(i) = i + uj + w 
with w E (z’, j)“. By Lemma 7.3, there exists Tz in E(g) with TI,TIT(i) == i
and T,T,T( j) = j. Let TzTIT(i’) = a,i’ + a, j’, a is a unit. Choose T3 = 
T 4a,*)%,,j’ ’ Then T,(T,T,T(i’) = oIi’, T,(TzT,T(j’)) = (a*)-lj’ and 
T3 j (i’,j’)O = identity. Now we have T,T2T,T = Pc~,,~,,(u). Since Pc~,,~,)(~:) 
is in U+(L), 01 is in 2. It suffices to show that if 01 = 1 (modg,,) and 01 E 8, 
then Pc~,,~,,(,) is in E(g). 
Let a = -(a - 1) r-“p. Choose Tl = T,,~-Q, , T, = T,,-ls,j, and 
Ts = T,,-l,i~,ej~ . Then Ti E E(g) f or i = 1, 2, 3 and Pfi,,j,;(~) = TlT3T3. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let H = HI J_ ‘.. 1 Ht be a jked hyperbolic component 
of L. Then H(g) is generated by E(g) and PH(u) irz H(g). 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.1(c) and Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose that {i,j), (i’,f) are two p-hyperbolic pairs and u is 
a unit with u = 1 (modg,,). Then T = Pii,~)(u-l) P{i’,j*)(U) is in E(g). 
Proof. By Theorem 7.5, 1’ = G . Pci,~}(ol) for some u in E(g) and unit 01 
with a 3 1 (modg,,), T E H(g) . pl rm ies that ar E I?. By the proof of Lemma 
7.4. the result follows. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.7. Q(g) = E(g). 
Proof. Step 1. First, we show that E(g) _C O(g). It suffices to show that 
all unitary transvections and quasitransvections with orders contained in g are 
contained in Q(g). 
Case 1. Let T,,, be an p-unitary transvection in E(g). Choose LY. = 
1 + 8” in E and (J in U+(L) with o-w = Bw. Then Tb.w = oT-,,~-~,~~-~T~~-~,~ 
is in G(g). 
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Case 2. Let Eb.,, be a (p, v)-quasitransvection in E(g). Choose 0 in 
U+(L) with cr(;) = -i and (TZV = w. Then Et., = Ek,,,, . o . EiB,,e,l,: . 0-l 
is in *Q(g). 
Step 2. We show that G(g) C E(g). By Theorem 7.5, it suffices to show 
that P&u) &‘H(~-l) u-l is in E(g) for all PH(u) in U+(g) and o in U+(L). 
PH(zl) ~?‘Ju-l) up1 = PH(u) P&xl) is in E(g) by Lemma 7.6. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.8. U+(L) = H(L) = Q(L) = E(L). 
Proof. U+(L) = H(L) is obvious. It suffices to show that PH(u) is in E(L) 
for all P,*(u) in H(L). By the proof of Lemma 7.4, P&c) E E(L). Q.E.D. 
8. DETERMINATION OF NomaL SUBGRGUPS 
Let S be a subset of U+(L). Denote the smallest normal subgroup of U-+(L) 
which contains S by G(S). Let g in U+(L). Denote G((o)) by G(a). 
LEMMA 8.1. Let T == T,,? be a p-unitary tranmection. Then G(T) contain 
all ,u-unitary transaections T,,, with [c] C [b]. 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that [c] = [b], then cb-r is in 8. It follows from 
local field theory that there exists a in F with n(a) = cb-r. Ch.oose 0 in U+(L) 
with cr(i) = aj. Then T,,j == aTu-l is in G(T). 
Case 2. If [c] C [b], then T,,j = Tc-b,dTb,j is in G(T). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let i, j be a P-hyperbolic pair. Suppose that o i?z U+(L) with 
oi = ai + bj, then G(a) contains all p-unitary transoection T with o,,(T) C [b]. 
Proof. Let c = &T-W, 7 = T,,i and p = are-+r in G(V). Then p = 
Tc,ai+arT,,i is a plane rotation with oil&) = [6]. By 113, Theorem 8.11, G(p) 
contains a ~-unitary transvection T with o,,(T) = [b]. Now the result 
follows from Lemma 8.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.3. Suppose that CI is in U+(L) with o(a) = g and g,, Cp. Then 
there exists a +sotropic vector i in L and a ?- in G(u) with [(A) . i] = si,ggAU . 
Proof. By (2.1), there exists a p-isotropic vector i with ((u - h$)L”~ = 
s,g,, for some X E i& . Let I;,j> be a p-hyperbolic pair in L. If [(oi) . i] = 
s&u r it is done, We assume that [(A) . ;] C spguu . Let w be p-maximal vector 
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with [(u - X)i) . zu] = sUgU, . If [zu . i] C sW , then w can be chosen to be a 
p-isotropic aectoy 2% (!,I,,. ’ ‘1 O Define the p-maximal vector z as follows: Let 
z = j if [((u - A)i)j] = sUgU, and let z = j + ‘w otherwise. Then (ui)z = 
(A + q)iFQ for some [v] = gUW . Choose x properly, we can assume that 
[T - v*] = g,, (for if [y - v*] Cg,, , then [q + y*] = gUU , use 0.z instead 
of z). 
Let 0’ = PF”+ and p := ~(T,T,~) u-‘(T-,,,~) = TB,,oiT-B,,i , p(z) . 2: = 
(T~,,oi(2))(T8,.,(~)) = (z + 0(A + q)*ui)(x + Bi). Thus p(x) . x = 
@p(S(fl(X + 77)) - 0) (modpgU,sU). Since h . A* = 1 and gU, Cp, p(z) . z = 
TTQ(/\(~* - 7)) (mod pgU,sU). Hence [p(z) . z] = g,,s, by the choice of q. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMM.~ 8.4. Let (T in U+(L) with O,,(U) = 8. Then there exists p in G(U) 
and a +sotropic sector i in L such that [p(i) . i] = su . 
Proof. Let i be a p-isotropic vector in L with ((a - h)i)L+ = sU and i, 
(a - X)i are linearly independent mod Lgsp. If [(ui) . i] = s, , it is done. We 
assume that [(ui) . i] _C ps, . Choose p-isotropic vector j with j . ui = 0 and 
j . i = W+. Let T -= TO,- mP,j-i and let p = T-%+Tu. Then [(pi) ’ i] = s, . 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Let u in U+-(L). Then G(U) contains all p-unitary 
transvections T with o,,(T) _C o,,(u)for p = l,..., t. 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that oU,(u) = 0, then the result follows from 
Lemmas 8.2 and 8.4. 
Case 2. Suppose that oUU(u) Tp. By Lemma 8.3, there exists p-isotropic 
vector i with [(oi)i] = s,o,,(o). Let j be a y-isotropic vector with i .j = rr”p. 
Let T = TO,-refi,i and p = o+?uT-I. Then p(i) = i + a&+(i) with 
a = (A) . i and p(j) = (j - Oi) + B(i . ((uj) - O(ui)))*&(i). Let b = 
-a(i((uj) - O(ui)))*-l. Then [6] = o,,(a). If b + b* = 0. Let w == i + ~j. 
Then .wf = 0 and p(w) = ~(1 - Bb) + BFj. Now the result follows from 
Lemma 8.2 and [7, 3,2(iii)]. Suppose that b + b* :f 0. Choose p-hyperbolic 
pair (i’,j’) in (o-li, ii0 and x = w + i’ - 6j’. Then za = 0, p(i’) = i’ and 
p(j’) =j‘. Let T = ~T~-m~~,~(p)-lT-,,-“~,~ and let M = (i, j, i’, j’>. Then T 
belongs to U+(M)with ouu(T) = o,,(u). By l-13, X.11, G(T)contains ap-unitary 
transvection 7 with O,,(T) = o,,(T). Q.E.D. 
Lmmu 8.6. Let T = Z?:,, be a (p, v) quasityansvection. Then G(T) contains 
all (p, v) quasitransvections p zuith o(p) C o(T). 
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Proo$ Let p = J& be a (I-L, V) quasitransvection with [c] C [b]. We try 
to show that p is in G(T). 
Case 1. If [c] = [b] and za = zus, choose 7 in U*(L) with r(ij = fib-l) j 
and T(W) = x. Then p = TTT-* is in G(T). 
Case 2. If [c] C [b] and .z3 = w”. Choose CL in p, with c = old where 
[d] = [b]. Let y1 = (c + d)/2 and ra = (c - d)/2. Then z~*/T~ = d*!d = 
I2 I . *b, . Hence Ei,z := E~1+,2,8 = Ei,l,,Ei2,, is in G(T) by Case 1. 
Case 3. If x2 # wB, then 2s = mw2 for some a! in 8. There exists d in p 
with 12(d) = 01. Hence Ez,, = Eid*,z,d is in G(T). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.7. Suppose that (i, j} is a p-hyperbolic pair. Let x = C a,.xV and 
y = C b,yS be in (i,j>O where xY is h(y)-pure and yS is k(s)-pure. Let T = 
E;,&,, . Then G(T) contains all Ekay,zy and Eib,,V, for a21 y, s. 
Proof. It is virtually identical to [ll, 9.31. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.8. Let LS in U+(g) zuith O(D) = g. Then for each pair p, V, there exists 
a r in G(o) and a p-hyperbolic paiy {i, jj with [(G)j] = s, and ((7 - A+) Lsv = 
%2,L” .
Proof. Let i be a p-isotropic vector with ((G - X&L+ = sVgUV and let 
(i, j} be a p-hyperbolic pair. If [(ui)j] = s, , it is done. Assume that 
[(ui) j] C su . If [(ui) . i] = sU , then {i, Bi + jJ is the required hyperbolic 
pair. Assume that [(ui) . i] C sU . Choose p-pure vector s in (i,j>,O with 
[(Gi)X] = su . Let 7 = Ei-mp,auE?,-mu,z in G(G). Then [(ti)i] = s, and 
((T - X,)i)L$v = syguV . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.9. Let T = Ei,,@ be a (p, p)-quasitramvection with o,,(E&) = 
2 - 
o;;(T) 
Then T can be written as a product of p-unitary transvections 7 with 
c g,, . 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that w is p-isotropic. Let b = + . c with c in &’ 
and let 8’ = &F~~. Then Ek, = T-,, Q+((cs-l)iTe,,~T-e’e-2n(c),i .
Case 2. In general, we embed w in a p-hyperbolic plane (i’, j‘> such that 
.w = i’ + cj’. Suppose that c = 01+ ,B6 with 01, /3 in 8, . The i’ + @j’ and 
DLjl are p-isotropic vectors in (i)O with (i’ + @j’)(aj’) in 8, thus Ei,,, = 
E;,i>+ssj>E;,,j, is in G(U) by Case 1. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 8.10. Let cr in U+(L) z&h O(U) = g. Then G”(g) contains E(g). 
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Proof. By Proposition 8.5 and Lemmas 8.6 and 8.9, it suffices to show 
that for each pair p $; v. G(a) contains a (CL, v)-quasitransvection T with 
OAT) = p;v - 
Step 1. By Lemma 8.8, there exists p-hyperbolic pair {i, j} and a r in 
G(o) with [(ri)j] = s, and ((T - h& LSv = svguv for some h in 5, . Let 
ri = ai + bj + w where w E (i, jla” and let Tj = E&l,, . Let -rl = T2r1 * 7. 
Then rl(i) = ai + cj. Let 7% = T-W-mpcla*,j and let pi = 7, * pi. Then 
pr(i) = ai and pi(j) = di + (a-‘)*j + z with x in {i, j)O. Choose Ti = Ei*,z 
and pa = Tzrl . p1 . Then pB j (i, j} = Pii,A(a). Let p = p,,Ja-“) p2 . Then p 
is in U+((i, j>‘J) n U+(g). Write c = Tj * 72 * Ti . P{i,r)(a) . p = T2TjT,P{i,jl(a)p. 
Hence 7;lcr = TjTiPri,j}(a)p is in G(o). 
Step 2. Choose OL in l? with (II + 1 (mod?). Let 
73 = (T;‘T) Pt&ol)(~;k)-’ Pli,j)(a)-l in G(o). 
It follows that 
By Lemma 8.9, ,?&(l-o-lJ,eo and Ez!:)+,,Ti(3) are in G(u). By Lemma 8.6, 
$8 and Ei,, are in G(a). If o,J~a) = g,, , then either [w *L+] = s,,g,, or 
[z *L+] = s,g,, , it is done. 
Step 3. Suppose that o,,(T~) C g,, , o,,( TjTs) C g and T4 = Pfi,n(a)p is in 
G(a). In what follows we show that the proposition follows from Proposition 
8.5 and Lemma 8.9. 
Let Z(U - hL)LSp = o,Ja) and zc = a - h. It follows from the identity u -XL = 
TiTi(~3 - hL) + hL( TjT, - 1‘) and the assumption ((TjT, - l,)LS~)LS” Cs,g,, 
that U(S, : s,) = g,, . Let 01 be a generator of sU : s, and v = ec . rr-171p. Let x, y 
be two orthogonal pure vectors of type p and v respectively. Then Ez,,, = 
Ei v,r+a*yEt,--2 is in G(u) by Proposition 8.5 and Lemma 8.9. Since avsU = g,, , 
G(U) contains all (p, v)-quasitransvections T with o,JT) _C g,, by Lemma 8.6. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8.11. Let G be a subgroup of U+(L) with order g. Then G is a 
normal subgroup of U+(L) if and only if E(g) _C G _C U(g). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 7.7 and Proposition 8.10. Q.E.D. 
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